Translation ambiguity is a major problem in dictionary-based cross-language information retrieval. To attack the problem, indirect disambiguation approaches, which do not explicitly resolve translation ambiguity, rely on query-structuring techniques such as a structured Boolean model and Pirkola's method. Direct disambiguation approaches try to assign translation probabilities to translation equivalents, normally by employing co-occurrence statistics of target language terms from target documents as disambiguation clues. Thus far, translation probabilities have not been well explored in terms of statistical query translation models, query formulation, or cross-lingual retrieval models, etc. In order to study the impact of translation probabilities on retrieval effectiveness in direct disambiguation approaches, this paper empirically investigates the following issues: different disambiguation factors affecting the calculation of translation probabilities, the comparison of cross-lingual query formulation techniques involving translation probabilities, the relationship between the accuracy of translation disambiguation and retrieval effectiveness, and the relationship between top n translations and retrieval effectiveness.
Introduction
Cross-language information retrieval (CLIR) deals with the task of retrieving documents in one language using queries in another language. Since there are two different languages, a certain translation process is required to find a common representation through either query translation or document translation. Although large-scale document translation approaches using machine translation (MT) systems have been reported (Oard and Heckett, 1998; Braschler, 2004) , they have limitations: computational expensiveness and restricted document representation by error-prone MT systems. Compared with document translation, query translation is more flexible, and lightweight. However, query translation is very sensitive to the quality of bilingual dictionaries, and it severely suffers from the translation ambiguity problem, resulting from insufficient disambiguation context (especially in short queries).
Approaches for resolving translation ambiguity can be classified into direct and indirect disambiguation approaches, according to whether explicit translation disambiguation is performed or not. Indirect disambiguation approaches try to balance distorted contributions of the original query terms in the expanded query, because expanding all dictionary translations for original query terms generally causes unbalanced query representation in terms of the number of translations for each source language query term. They attempt to correct such unbalancing by relying on various query-structuring techniques, such as a structured Boolean model (Hull, 1998) , and pseudo term methods (Ballesteros and Croft, 1998; Pirkola, 1998; Darwish and Oard, 2003) . In indirect disambiguation approaches, translation disambiguation occurs implicitly by retrieval models.
Direct disambiguation approaches (Ballesteros and Croft, 1998 One disadvantage of indirect approaches is that they could not produce the query representation that differentiates translation equivalents, since they do not perform explicit disambiguation in the process of query formulation. In case of direct approaches, however, translation probabilities enable the different representation of translation equivalents of an original query term, according to the query context and/or the term distribution of target document collections. Direct approaches thus have the potential to improve retrieval effectiveness of dictionary-based query translation, by exploiting translation probabilities in query formulation and/or retrieval models.
Thus far, unfortunately, translation probabilities have not been sufficiently explored by CLIR researchers. For example, as far as we know, there has been no statistically-sound query translation model that calculates translation probabilities for translations of each source language query term. Instead, previous works rely on ad-hoc disambiguation formulas based on co-occurrence information such as mutual information. In addition, translation probabilities in direct disambiguation approaches have been mostly used only to select top n translations that are equally considered to be correct in query formulation. However, translation probabilities themselves may influence term importance in the target language query, thus affecting retrieval effectiveness.
In this study, we focus on translation probabilities to investigate their impact on CLIR retrieval effectiveness in dictionary-based query translation. First, three factors affecting the estimation of translation probabilities are introduced by formalizing a statistical query translation model. Next, translation probabilities are integrated into the Okapi model and language model to create their cross-lingual retrieval models. Then, we suggest various query formulation techniques based on translation probabilities, normalization, and/or the number of translations to be used for each source language query term. Finally, all the above issues are empirically evaluated in a Korean-to-English CLIR environment.
In our discussion, only bilingual dictionaries are considered as translation resources. Of course, other resources like corpora may influence disambiguation. For example, source language corpora can be used to obtain an additional context in order to resolve translation ambiguity in the form of pre-translation Croft, 1997, 1998; McNamee and Mayfield, 2002) . In addition, parallel or comparable corpora may provide translation likelihood values to existing translation pairs. However, normally, bilingual corpora are not readily available, and source language corpora should be homogeneous to a target language document collection for successful pre-translation. For representing Korean expressions, this paper uses the Yale Romanization.
The organization of this paper is as follows. The next section proposes a statistical query translation model to compute translation probabilities for each dictionary translation of source language query terms. Sections 3 and 4 describe cross-lingual retrieval models, and cross-lingual query formulation techniques, respectively. Sections 5 and 6 describe experimental setups and evaluation results. Related works and conclusions are provided in Sections 7 and 8, respectively.
Statistical Query Translation

Formalization
Let Q S be the query in the source (or query) language, and Q T be the expanded query in the target (or document) language as shown in Eq. (1), where t ij is the jth translation of ith source language query term s i , and m i is the number of translations of s i . Expanded query Q T is obtained from Q S by replacing each s i with all its translations in a bilingual dictionary. A translation group is defined as a set of dictionary translations for a source language query term. In Eq. (1), Q T has n translation groups. Q S = s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s n , Q T = t 11 , t 12 , . . . , t 1m1 , t 21 , . . . , t 2m2 , . . . , t n1 , . . . , t nmn .
A statistical query translation is defined as the process to find the most probable translation for each source language query term given Q S as information need, as follows.
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The probability in Eq. (2) is further rewritten as follows.
In the above, Q S is replaced with Q T by assuming that information need Q S is preserved in Q T in the sense that the correct senses of source language query terms appear in the set of their dictionary translations. In addition, it is assumed that P (s i |t ij ) is not dependent on Q T , and terms in Q T occur independently given t ij . Disambiguation context C, a subset of Q T , is further described in Section 2.3. Equation (3) calculates translation probability that ith source language query term s i is translated into its jth translation t ij . In the remainder of this paper, the notation P (t ij |s i ) will be used to refer to translation probability P (t ij |s i , Q S ), the value of Eq. (3), for notational convenience. There are three factors in Eq. (3) that affect the disambiguation of target language translations. The first one, P (t ij ), prefers the most frequent translation that is similar to the most frequent sense (MFS) in word sense disambiguation. The second one, P (s i |t ij ), advocates a less ambiguous translation in terms of target-to-source translation direction. The third one, P (t k |t ij ), encodes the underlying assumption of query translation: correct translations tend to co-occur in target language documents (Hull, 1998 ).
Estimation
In Eq. (3), P (t ij ), a priori probability independent of the query context Q S , can be estimated from a bilingual lexicon, a target language document collection, or target language corpora. Among these, this paper uses a target language document collection for the calculation of P (t ij ) as shown in Eq. (4), since bilingual lexicons and general corpora cannot capture document-collection-dependent term occurrences.
In the above, f (x) is a frequency of term x in the target language document collection. P (s i |t ij ), an inverse translation probability, can be obtained from bilingual resources such as bilingual lexicons or bilingual corpora. This paper uses a bilingual lexicon to estimate P (s i |t ij ), as follows.
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In the above, f (x, y) is a frequency of translation pair (x, y) in a bilingual lexicon. An instance of translation pair (x, y) is generated for each word y found in the dictionary translation of x. Note that dictionary translations are generally phrases. A similar technique was used in the work of Hiemstra and de Jong (1999). P (t k |t ij ) is interpreted as the likelihood of target language term t k being used in a sense context (e.g. a sentence or a document) where t ij appears. In statistical word sense disambiguation (WSD) literature, sense contexts are normally acquired by expensive manual sense tagging. For example, for one sense 'bank 1 ' of a word 'bank', one of its sense contexts will be a sentence where the word 'bank' is used as the sense 'bank 1 '. However, a sense label in CLIR query translation corresponds to the surface word t ij in the target language. Thus, we can easily obtain sense contexts from a target language document collection itself. For example, for a Korean word 'un-haing ( ᒵ⋾ )', sense contexts of 'bank' (one of English translations of 'un-haing ( ᒵ⋾ )') will be any sentence where 'bank' appears in the target document collection. This paper does not address sense ambiguities from the perspective of the target language. Therefore, P (t k |t ij ) can be obtained from maximum likelihood estimation as in Eq. (6), where m-estimate smoothing (Mitchell, 1997 ) is used to alleviate the data sparseness of word pairs.
In the above, n is the number of sense contexts of t ij , and n is the number of sense contexts of t ij where t k appears, and |V | is the vocabulary size in the target language collection. Intuitive meanings about Eqs. (4), (5) , and (6) are further discussed in Section 6.2.
As far as we know, most direct disambiguation approaches (Bian and Chen, 1998 (7) between t k and t ij , instead of Eq. (6) . Although the use of mutual information (MI) values lacks a theoretical foundation when applied to the CLIR query translation problem, the capability of MI to detect collocation words is known to support empirically the assumption that correct target terms tend to co-occur in target language documents.
Disambiguation context
Raw disambiguation context Q T in Eq. (3) has many noisy translations to prevent disambiguation. This paper considers different disambiguation contexts extracted from Q T , as follows.
All (A): all translations of each s j (j = i) Group (G): the most likely translations of each s j (j = i) T op-n: (T -n) the most likely top n translations among all translations of all s j (j = i) s j applies to all source language query terms except for the current query term s i to be disambiguated. The first context option, A, simply uses all translations of each source language query term. Hence, while A may include many noisy terms preventing the normal operation of Eq. (3), synonyms of correct translations in each translation group can create positive query expansion effects. The second option, G, uses the most likely translations of each translation group, by selecting a term that has the maximum value of Eq. (6) among translations within each translation group. Context G is the most intuitive, since G would be the same as Q S if all the source language query terms could be correctly disambiguated by Eq. (6). The last option, T -n, selects top n co-occurrence terms ordered by Eq. (6). This option tries to include highly co-occurring translations in disambiguation contexts. Table 1 . Example of disambiguation contexts (assume that s i is 'sok-to ( ༂Ĺ )', and t ij is 'speed').
Source language query ca-tong-cha
Target language query (car 0.07, automobile 0.05), (speed, velocity, tempo), (restriction 0.02, limit 0.08, bound 0.01) Context A car, automobile, restriction, limit, bound
limit, car Table 1 shows an example of different disambiguation contexts in order to calculate translation probabilities, given a Korean query "ca-tong-cha ( ᔅŎᦝ ) sok-to ( ༂Ĺ ) cey-han ( ᖑ⋑ )" meaning "car speed limit", by assuming that s i is 'sok-to ( ༂Ĺ )', and t ij is 'speed '. In the second row, each figure denotes the likelihood of the corresponding context word given 'speed '. For example, 0.07 attached to 'car' is obtained from P (car|speed) using Eq. 
Translation Probability versus Retrieval Model
After query translation based on direct disambiguation, each term in the expanded query (see Section 2.1) has a translation probability. Since the expanded query is normally handled like a monolingual query by retrieval systems, translation probabilities in the expanded query can be viewed as the importance values of query terms in monolingual retrieval. Thus, it would be reasonable to consider translation probabilities to be factors influencing query term weights in the expanded query.
The above viewpoint makes it easy to incorporate translation probabilities from query translation into retrieval models. In the case of Okapi BM25 model approximated by Singhal et al. (1996) , translation probabilities themselves can become query term weights as in Eq. (8), where s t means the source language query term of target language term t in the expanded query. Remember that translation probability P (t|s t ) in Eq. (8) indicates the value of Eq. (3) w q (t) = P (t|s t ) .
Most cross-lingual language models (Hiemstra and de Jong, 1999; Xu et al., 2001; Lavrenko et al., 2002) interpret query translation as the continuous statistical process after the monolingual query generation process that samples an arbitrary target language term from a document model. Thus, they commonly incorporate inverse translation probabilities (from a target language term to a source language query term) into monolingual language models as shown in Eq. (9) . 'Inverse' means the opposite translation direction, from the viewpoint of source language to target language translation which is the ordinary translation direction in previous query translation approaches.
In addition, in order to simplify the computation of the probability that source language query Q S is generated from document D in Eq. (9), it is assumed that the probability of document term t being translated into source language query term s i is not dependent on document D from which the term t is sampled. Note that the monolingual language model of Eq. (9) employs Jelinek-Mercer smoothing (Zhai and Lefferty, 2001 ) to combine document model P mle (t|D) with collection model P mle (t|C) with smoothing parameter λ. mle means maximum likelihood estimation.
Thus far, cross-lingual language models have estimated P (s i |t) in Eq. (9) from external translation resources such as bilingual lexicons or bilingual corpora, without considering query context. However, bilingual lexicons only represent uniform translation probabilities, and bilingual corpora are not readily available. Moreover, unfortunately, translation probabilities of Eq. (9) are, once estimated, invariant regardless of the query topics and the domains of the document collections, for it does not utilize query context in estimating them.
To deal with this problem, we modified Eq. (9) using the Bayes' theorem so that it may use P (t|s i ) instead of P (s i |t), as in Eq. (10) in which P (s i ) is assumed to be uniform. Remember that translation probability P (t|s i ) in Eq. (10) indicates the value of Eq. (3) which reflects query context. Also note that, in this case, query translation is interpreted as a separate statistical process that is not connected with the monolingual query generation process.
As far as we know, there is a single cross-lingual language model (Federico and Bertoldi, 2002 ) that reflects query context for disambiguation. The model generates top n sequences of translations for a source language query, by searching the Hidden Markov Model (HMM) in which the output symbols are source language query terms and the hidden states represent target language translations. The model also considers the query translation process to be a separate action from the monolingual query generation process like ours.
Cross-Language Query Formulation
There are three factors that affect cross-language query formulation: (1) the number of translations per translation group to be used in the final query, (2) the application, or its absence, of normalization, and (3) the use of translation probabilities of each translation equivalent. The first assumes that there probably exists more than 1 correct translation in each translation group. This is reasonable, considering that dictionary translations generally include synonyms, or topically related terms in the form of phrases. The last factor determines whether multiple translations should be handled equally correctly or not.
The need for normalization is as follows. In the expanded query, translation groups generally have different numbers of target language terms. Thus, when the expanded query is simply used, the contribution of each original query term is determined mainly by how many terms its translation group has. To balance the contribution of different translation groups, it is reasonable to assign uniform translation probabilities to terms in a translation group so that translation probabilities of terms sum to 1 within the same translation group. This technique is called sumto-one normalization (Hiemstra and de Jong, 1999) in this paper.
Given the expanded query annotated with translation probabilities, different queries can be formulated according to the above three factors, as shown in Table 2 . M-n means a retrieval using top n terms per translation group without using translation probabilities and normalization. M-p-n means a retrieval using top n terms per translation group together with their translation probabilities. M-s-n means a retrieval using top n terms per translation group, where each term has 1/n as translation probability by sum-to-one normalization. M-ps-n means a retrieval using top n terms per translation group, where translation probabilities of top n terms are normalized so that they sum to one.
For example, for a Korean query "sok-to ( ༂Ĺ ) cey-han ( ᖑ⋑ )" meaning "speed limit" in a Korean-to-English CLIR environment, Table 3 shows examples of query formulation methods in Table 2 .
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Translation probability
No use Use Sum-to-one No use M-n M-p-n normalization Use M-s-n M-ps-n Table 3 . Example of query formulation methods (The expanded query in the second row is annotated with translation probabilities). In the above, the expanded query with translation probabilities corresponds to M-p-all or M-ps-all in Table 3 .
Experimental Design
We evaluate various issues (of Sections 2, 3, and 4) related to translation probabilities in a Korean-to-English CLIR environment using NTCIR-4 Korean-to-English CLIR test collection which consists of 347,376 English newspaper articles published in 1998 and 1999, and 58 Korean topic files. Each topic has four fields: title (T), description (D), narrative (N), and concept (C). T, D, and N are similar to those of TREC topic files, and C is a list of keywords related to a topic. All our experiments used only description (D) fields as queries.
In NTCIR, document relevance is judged in four categories: "Highly Relevant", "Relevant", "Partially Relevant", and "Irrelevant". Then, rigid relevance considers "Highly Relevant" and "Relevant" as relevant, and relaxed relevance regards "Highly Relevant", "Relevant", and "Partially Relevant" as relevant. In this study, relaxed relevance is employed, and all retrieval results are reported using noninterpolated mean average precision (MAP). Details about NTCIR-4 document collections, topics, and relevance judgments can be found in the NTCIR-4 CLIR overview paper (Kishida et al., 2004) .
The Korean-to-English (KE) bilingual dictionary for our CLIR experiments was extracted from the machine-readable version of a general-purpose KE paper dictionary designed for human users. Table 4 shows dictionary statistics. In most CLIR literature including Korean as the query language, degrees of query ambiguity are reported to be less than 4, which is true for the degree of our dictionary ambiguity. Before indexing English documents, stopwords were removed using our English stoplist of 374 words, and stemming was performed by the Porter's algorithm. For Korean queries, our laboratory's Korean morphological analyzer (Kwon et al., 1997) was used to extract nouns as query terms. Stopword removal was not performed on Korean queries. The KE dictionary was used to generate expanded queries in English, where English phrasal translations were split into words. The KE query ambiguity on the expanded query was 6.03.
To set the upper bound performance of cross-lingual retrieval, manual queries were created by manually selecting one or more English translations from the expanded query for each source language query term. For Korean query terms of which the correct translations were not found in our KE dictionary, their translation groups were entirely removed from the manual query. Note that automatic keyword extraction on Korean queries may generate many spurious terms, due to segmentation difficulties on an Eojeol, which is a Korean syntactic and spacing unit, and is generally composed of simple or complex words followed by optional inflectional affixes. Manual queries were also used to calculate the disambiguation accuracy of query translation.
As retrieval models for evaluation, we used Okapi BM25 model, and language model based on Jelinek-Mercer (JM) smoothing, for which their cross-lingual versions were created using Eqs. (8) , and (10), respectively. In our experiments, JelinekMercer smoothing parameter λ was set to 0.75. Equation (6) for the co-occurrence information was calculated within the document window. P (s i |t ij ) of Eq. (5) was obtained from the KE translation dictionary of Table 4 .
For a significance test, we used the Wilcoxon signed rank test. A symbol '*', or '**' is attached to the retrieval result that is statistically significant at a significance level of 0.05 or 0.01, respectively. Table 5 shows the retrieval results of the monolingual queries, manual queries, and expanded queries. Normalized queries were created using M-s-all among query formulation methods in Section 4. Monolingual queries and raw queries were evaluated using monolingual retrieval models. So far, unfortunately, most CLIR studies have reported the performance improvement of their methods over raw expanded queries, instead of normalized queries, or have compared retrieval effectiveness of their methods with those of monolingual queries. As shown in Table 5 , however, the difference between raw queries and normalized ones is significant for both manual and expanded queries, although the sum-to-one normalization technique is very simple. Therefore, we argue that normalized queries should be used as baseline queries in any dictionary-based CLIR experiments. The same was previously emphasized in (Hiemstra and de Jong, 1999) . This study uses the normalized expanded query as the CLIR baseline query.
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Experimental Results
CLIR baseline and normalization
WSD versus retrieval effectiveness
In the statistical query translation model of Section 2.1, we derived three disambiguation factors that affect translation probabilities. The first factor, Eq. (4), represents the intuition that the more frequent translation (MFT) should be the more likely translation. MFT corresponds to the most frequent sense in monolingual WSD. The second, Eq. (5), tries to avoid the more ambiguous translation from the viewpoint of the reverse translation, that is, translation from the document language to the query language. The third, Eq. (6), prefers the more frequently co-occurring translation with the translations of the other source language query terms. Table 6 shows the individual and combined effects of these three factors on translation disambiguation and retrieval effectiveness, where MFT, reverse ambiguity, and co-occurrence indicate the three factors, respectively. The co-occurrence information was computed using all translations. That is, disambiguation context Table 6 ) accuracy was calculated over only the source language query terms in manual queries, of which the translation ambiguity in expanded queries was 4.82 on average.
As shown in Table 6 , all three factors individually contributed to resolving translation ambiguity, and the co-occurrence information was the most effective among the three. Co-occurrence information combined with other factors marginally improved its WSD accuracy, while MFT and reverse ambiguity factors together outperformed either one alone. Reverse ambiguity factor, normally obtained from separate resources other than the target document collection, fails to reflect collectionoriented disambiguation tendency suggested by MFT and co-occurrence factors, which worked better on translation disambiguation in this test set.
Although our statistical query translation showed its disambiguation power in terms of WSD accuracy, all retrieval attempts using top 1 disambiguated term for each translation group was disappointing, under-performing the CLIR baseline in terms of retrieval effectiveness on both the Okapi and language model. Possible reasons for this under-performance are as follows. First, WSD accuracy in our experiment was probably not high enough to secure a sufficient number of correct translations to recover the original query topics. Second, best-term queries might have aggravated the term mismatch problem, while the baseline query, consisting of all translations equally weighted, alleviated the same problem, since a translation group may have included several synonymous terms. Actually, the average number of translations of our manual queries was 2.58. Finally, disambiguation criteria are generally different from those of document term weights which are normally determined by inverse document frequencies (idf). That is, incorrectlydisambiguated terms might have had high-idf values, or vice versa.
However, retrieval using all terms with translation probabilities showed marginal improvements over the baseline, in all cases that translation probabilities were calculated on the basis of the co-occurrence information. Those results were statistically significant over the baseline. This marginal improvement partly results from the fact that the baseline query in our experiment has already attained 94% and 83% of the upper bound performance of the manual query for the Okapi and language model, respectively. Figure 1 shows the effect that the amount of query context for translation disambiguation influenced retrieval effectiveness, where translation probabilities were obtained using only co-occurrence information by Eq. (6), and the query formulation method was M-p-all (see Section 4) . A value of the horizontal axis indicates T -n or A in Section 2.3, the number of terms in disambiguation context C of Eq. (3). For example, when the number of context words is 5, disambiguation context C consists of top 5 terms from expanded query Q T that are ordered by Eq. (6) . Figure 1 implies that the more context terms for disambiguation roughly enable higher retrieval effectiveness except for a certain range, although the improvement is marginal. In particular, it is observed that the use of small numbers of context terms can be harmful. This result is confirmed by Table 7 , which gives WSD accuracies for the number of context words in Figure 1 . For disambiguation context G (see Section 2.3) which was adopted by several previous studies (Adriani, 2000; Gao et al., 2001 Gao et al., , 2002 , the Okapi and language model showed 0.1825, 0.1325, respectively, which were both close to the best performance.
Disambiguation context versus retrieval effectiveness
Unfortunately, the experimental results of this section did not show clearly the impact of the amount of disambiguation context on CLIR. We believe that further studies are needed using different CLIR test sets. Figure 2 compares 4 CLIR query formulation techniques over different numbers of top translations with the Jelinek-Mercer language model in terms of retrieval effectiveness. Translation disambiguation was performed using only co-occurrence information calculated by Eq. (6). Mono in Figure 2 , corresponding to Eq. (11), is the original language model for monolingual retrieval, and the others (M-p-n, Figure 2 . The effect of query formulation methods on the Jelinek-Mercer language model (Mono means the monolingual language model, the horizontal line indicates the performance of manual query, and refers to Table 2 for query formulation methods).
Top-n translations versus retrieval effectiveness
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M-ps-n, M-s-n, and M-n) are derived from its cross-lingual version, Eq. (9). More specifically, M-n and M-s-n in terms of the language model correspond to the following Eqs. (12) and (13), where m i is the number of translations of s i .
si tij
It is remarkable in Figure 2 that M-n significantly outperforms the monolingual model, Mono. M-n, corresponding to Eq. (12), simply groups all translations of each source language query term by summing their probabilities. This type of group is similar to the process of creating a pseudo term in the Pirkola method (Pirkola, 1998) . That is, the summation in Eq. (12) can be interpreted as summing term frequencies and collection frequencies of terms of the same translation group like Eq. (14), assuming that the sum of collection frequencies for terms approximates the size of the union of their document postings. The difference between M-n and Mono is thus believed to result from creating pseudo terms implicitly in Eq. (12) .
M-s-n, corresponding to Eq. (13), notably improves M-n, reconfirming that normalization should be the default strategy for CLIR. In addition, M-s-n is upgraded by adopting translation probabilities in the form of M-ps-n. M-ps-n performs, however, less efficiently than M-p-n, its un-normalized version. Basically, M-p-n assumes that the importance of the source language query terms is not uniform. For example, consider an M-p-2 query ((speed 0.7, velocity 0.2), (restriction 0.3, limit 0.5)). In that case, the original terms of the two translation groups contribute unequally to the same query, respectively as 0.9 and 0.8. Intuitively, the above assumption is correct, because information need generally consists of terms with varying degrees of importance. The difference between M-ps-n and M-p-n is clearly witnessed, when n is 1. Compare M-ps-1 with M-p-1 in Figure 2 .
The performance ordering among M-n, M-s-n, M-ps-n, and M-p-n was the same in the case of the Okapi model over varying numbers of top translations, as shown in Figure 3 . Note that M-n in the Okapi model is the same as its monolingual retrieval model.
Moreover, it is interesting that the best CLIR performance for both the Okapi and language model was accomplished when around three or four top translations were used. One of the likely reasons is that synonymous correct translations alleviate the term mismatch problem. Another reason is that phrasal translations could be acquired only by taking two or more top translations. This tendency is confirmed by the curvature of F-measure values for WSD performance over different numbers of top translations as shown in Figure 4 .
When five or more top translations are used, the language model degrades gradually (see Figure 2) . The reason for this appears to be the increase in the amount of noisy translations with lower translation probabilities. However, the performance of the Okapi model is nearly stable even after four top translations (see Figure 3) . Our reasoning about this difference between the language model and Okapi model is as follows. The fact that adding many noisy translations rarely harms retrieval effectiveness means that low translation probabilities of noisy translations properly influence the weights of those terms in the way of dampening the weights. The Okapi CLIR formula is thus believed to be more sensitive to translation probabilities than the language model.
Related Work
For a general overview of CLIR, refer to Grefenstette (1998) Previous works on dictionary-based query translation can be divided into direct and indirect disambiguation approaches, according to whether or not translation disambiguation is explicitly performed in the form of calculating translation probabilities.
Direct disambiguation approaches compute translation probabilities for each target language term based on the co-occurrence information with different target language terms in the expanded query. Co-occurrence information is normally obtained from the target language document collection itself. Thus far, translation probabilities obtained from co-occurrence information have been used to select the most likely n translations for each translation group that are equally considered correctly, ignoring translation probabilities of the selected terms. However, translation probabilities can be interpreted as query term importance, as in this study.
As co-occurrence information, most studies exploit a kind of mutual information (MI) in the forms of simplified expected mutual information (Ballesteros and Croft, 1998 translation strength rather than translation probability, for mutual information is not a probability. Previous direct disambiguation approaches thus depended on ad hoc disambiguation formulas rather than a statistically-sound disambiguation model like ours.
Indirect disambiguation approaches attempt to structure the expanded query so that distorted contributions of the source language query terms in the expanded query can be balanced. Representative query-structuring techniques include a structured Boolean query, the Pirkola method, sense-grouping, and balanced translation.
Hull (Hull, 1998) converts the expanded query into a structured Boolean query, by assuming an AND operator between translation groups and OR operator between terms in the same translation group. The Pirkola method (Ballesteros and Croft, 1998; Pirkola, 1998; Darwish and Oard, 2003) structures the expanded query by creating a pseudo term for each translation group. Given n terms in a translation group, their pseudo term is characterized by its term frequency that is the sum of term frequencies of the n terms, and document frequency that is the size of the union of document postings of the n terms. Sperer and Oard (2000) attempted to improve the Pirkola method by further structuring dictionary translations into a set of clusters so that each cluster consists of translations with similar meaning.
Oard and his colleagues (Levow and Oard, 2000; Oard and Wang, 2001) balanced (or fixed) the number of translations for each translation group. First, they ordered translations for each entry in a bilingual dictionary using their uni-gram frequencies obtained from a corpus. Then, when the fixed (or balanced) number of translations is set to n, each source language query term is replaced by its top n translations from the ordered bilingual dictionary. If the source language term has only m translations (less than n) in a dictionary, the other n-m translations are obtained from the m translations in a round-robin way to make a total of n translations.
Among indirect disambiguation approaches, the Pirkola method has been commonly used, and is reported to be very effective in improving CLIR retrieval effectiveness. However, extensive evaluations comparing indirect approaches are not available. In addition, there is no study comparing direct and indirect approaches.
Term co-occurrences employed in direct disambiguation approaches explicitly reflect query context in disambiguation, enabling the query translation model to discriminate translations of a source language query term based on its surrounding query terms. Indirect disambiguation approaches cannot produce the query representation that differentiates terms in the same translation group according to the presence/absence of its neighboring query terms. For example, for a translation group associated with a source language query term, its pseudo term is always the same irrespective of what query context the source language query term is used in. Instead, in indirect disambiguation approaches, the query context is implicitly considered by retrieval models, based on the underlying CLIR intuition that correct translations more likely co-occur in target language documents.
CLIR models using direct disambiguation approaches like ours can be sensitive to the accuracy of translation disambiguation, while indirect disambiguation approaches may avoid such a problem. Another disadvantage of direct disambiguation approaches is that they demand additional computational complexity for the creation of co-occurrence statistics. Considering today's large-scale document collections, constructing co-occurrence information can be prohibitive.
Conclusion
This study has explored the various issues related to translation probabilities to investigate their effects on dictionary-based query translation: the development of a statistical query translation model, the integration of translation probabilities into retrieval models, comparison of CLIR query formulation techniques, the accuracy of translation disambiguation vs. retrieval effectiveness, the amount of disambiguation query context vs. retrieval effectiveness, and top n translations vs. retrieval effectiveness. From empirical evaluations using Okapi and language models in a Korean-to-English CLIR environment, the most important lessons learned are as follows.
Co-occurrence information was the most effective among the three disambiguation factors of our statistical query translation model: the most frequent translation, the reverse translation ambiguity, and co-occurrence information. In the case of word-by-word translation, the best-translation queries may not be more effective than top-n-translation queries, because they cannot represent synonymous and/or phrasal translations, and taking multiple translations with translation probabilities would be more robust to top-1 selection failure of translation disambiguation. In our experiments, queries consisting of the top three or four translations from translation disambiguation showed the best retrieval effectiveness.
In the future, in relation to the sensitiveness of direct disambiguation approaches on the disambiguation accuracy, further studies are needed to investigate what level of disambiguation accuracy should be acquired to guarantee the improvement of CLIR retrieval effectiveness. In addition, we will compare direct and indirect disambiguation approaches in dictionary-based query translation, in terms of retrieval effectiveness and computational complexity.
